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PREFACE
Funded by the National Institute of

Education (NIE). organized and con-
vened by the National Institute for Work
and Learning (NIWL). the National
Panel on Worker Education and Train-
ing Policy was created to examine the
need for education and training during
working life. the present structure of
opportunity for it. and preferred di-
rections for the future.

During late 1979 and early 1980,
most members of the panel were inter-
viewed, either by NIWL:s Chairman of
the Board, President, Vice President,
Project Director, or the Senior Project
Consultant. These interviews formed
the principal basis for preparing a first
draft of a report, by NIWL staf., which
was circulated to the Panel mr rnbei-s in
the winter of 1979, and formed the
basis of a Panel meeting in March of
1980. A draft final report was again
reviewed by the Panel in August of
1980.

This exercise in collaboration among
employers, unions, educators, and gov-
ernment produced not complete, but
substantial consensus, althougjI some
members of the Panel would place
more or less emphasis on some points
contained in the report. This panel is as
follows:

Dr. Stephen Bailey
President
National Academy of Education
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Mr. Walton E. Burdick
Assistant Group Executive
Finance and Planning
IBM Corporation

Mr. Walter Davis
Director. Community Services
AFL-CIO

Dr. John T. Dunlop
Lamont University Professor
Harvard University
Graduate School of Business

Administration

Mr. Douglas Fraser
President
United Auto Workers

Mr. Steven Fuller
Vice President
General Motors Corporation

Honorable Jacob Javits
United States Senate

Mr. Vernon Jordon
President
National Urban League

Mr. Harold McGraw
Chairman
McGraw-Hill Publishing

Mr. Jack Otero
International Vice President
Brotherh)odof Railway & /Ur line

Clerks

Mr. Bayard Rustin
Chairman of the Board
A. Phillip Randolph Institute

Mr. Albert Shanker
President
American Federation of Teachers

Mr. Frank W. Schiff
Vice President and Chief Economist
Committee for Economic Development

Dr. Virginia Smith
President
Vassar College

Mr. Fred L. Turner
Chairman of the Board
McDonald's Corporation

M:. J. C. Turner
President
International Union of Operating

Engineers

Honorable Harrison A. Wiilliatris, Jr
United States Senate

Those of us at the National Institute
for Work and Learning who handled
the mechanics of this exercise ap-
preciated deeply and sincerely the op-
portunity to work with this group of
informed executives and leaders, as we
do the financial support and btoader
assistance of those at the National
Institute of Education particularly
Michael Tunpane, Mark Tucker, David
Mandel, and Nevzer Staceywho
made the project possible.

Willard Wirtz
Chairman



Introduction
Although millions of American

adults will take part this year in one
form or another of classroom activ-
ity, "adult education or "lifelong
learning," or -continuing educa-
tion,- or "recurrent education"
has not yet emerged as a major or
even a clear element in national
policy. There is more than usual
concern about the functioning of
formal education. The general as-
sumption, however, is that -whatever
problems there are here will be met
by strengthening and expanding the
schooling people receive when they
are young. Anything beyond this is
considered still so putative and ex-
perimental as to have no immediate
significance.

The prevailing attitude is p7ob-
ably mistaken in two material re-
spects. Despite the general assump-
tion that identifies schooling exclu-
sively with youth, there is increas-
ing evidence that the socktty and
economy have entered a stage
where formal education's respon-
sibilities cannot be discharged fully
or even satisfactorily if it :s con-
fined entirely to opening rounds in
people's lives. A close look suggests
strongly, furthermore, that there are
now the makings in tested experi-
ence in this area for developing

purposively and systematically what
has so far been left largely to hap-
pen. Adult education is today mov-
ing more toward imperatives and
away from frills, and moving
beyond conception to actual
experience.

This prospect is approached here
on the theory that its promise is
missed by looking at it too broadly.
It has seemed worthwhile to em-
phasize the potential relevance of
adult education to one particular
aspect of life's broader experience:
that part of it involving people's
work lives and the functioning of
the economy. But this is not to
ignore the values of education be-
yond its preparation for work. Mak-
ing workers, including those who
seek work, the object of_particular
attention implies correctly a con-
centration on work-related educa-
tion. This worklife for .-.3 need be
neither a narrow nor at, exclusive
emphasis. Workers' edp..;ation is
properly perceived only as working
people's mon general interests and
purposes are fully recognized.

This concentration on the rele-
vance of adult education to work
life offers distinct advantages. It
takes account of the unquestionable
fact that, regardless of its perhaps

prouder boasts and larger contri-
butions, education of all kinds has
always found major motivating
support and direction in its eco-
nomic implications. This approach
permits identifying particular sets of
needs and uses and users around
which any necessary systemization
and institutionalization can be more
effectively developed. in this same
connection, such an approach af-
fords a basis for selecting those
elements in the already developed
adult education experience that
constitute beachheads for pushing
ahead. Concentrating on worker
education, on the prospects for
making formal educational oppor-
tunity a more significant part of the
adult work life, is the counsel not of
narrow materialism, but of due re-
gard for the dictates of effectiveness
In moving toward a larger use of
the human potential and the ideal
of making the highest and best use
of the life experience.



The Pace of Change
At some level, there has long

been a need for adult learning, and
none would argue otherwise. There
was a time when a sizeable propon
tion of adults in the large cities
were attending "Americanization"
classes, preparing to be citizens.
There are forces of change in the
nation today that make the need
more dangerous to ignore.

A renewed immigration requires
the fitting of many adults with both
workforce skills and a new lan-
guage. While the economy will need
to strain to absorb these popu-
lations, it will be a much more
complete absorption if learning op-
portunity is provided. The skills
acquired could cause immigiation
to be a boost to the economy rather
than a drag on it.

The recent achievements in edu-
cational equality have been mainly
in the early school and college
years. This achievement is of little
help to the 45 year-old black or
hispanic with an eighth grade edu-
cation and 20 more years to work
in an economy where even the
machines now have high school
educations.

The social and economic up-
heaval of many more women enter-
ing the commercial workplace
shows every sign of continuing. In
the early 1950s, just over one out of
three women were in the labor
force. The figure is now one out of

two, and could be two out of three
by the 1990s. This is one of the
largest scale career transitions ever
made, and acc-ss to education and
training for many may make the
difference between successful tran-
sition and bitterness and disap-
pointment.

The easy answer to growing older
has been to retire, and retirement
has come earlier as social security
and pensions became available, and
as early retirement options tea.ned
up with mandatory retirement prac-
tices. That policy is leading to
bankruptcy in retirement funds as
older people become a larger pro-
portion of the population, and older
people are finding that the pensions
they thought they could get by on
will not cover essentials in these
days of double digit inflation, The
answer will probably have to be to
extend the option of working
longer. Education and training is
one way to do this, by preparing
people for stimulating second and
third careers.

The undisputed benefits of a con-
stantly churning and changing
economy cause problems for indi-
vidual workers caught up in the
disappearance of jobs or their being
moved from one place to another.
This hits the headlines most fre-
quently in reporting the impact of
imports, but there is also the
quieter and more gradual impact of

technological change and the migra-
tion of industry from one region to
another. Many of these workers
land on their feet and many do not;
when they need to switch occupa-
tions they often need to be re-
trained in order to do so.

As the World War II baby boom
streamed from the school, bloated
the unemployment rate in the
1960s, and then dispersed into the
factories and stores across the Na-
tion they became much less visible.
This wave is now one of young
adults ith more education than
any group before them. They repre-
sent a vast resource in the labor
force but their very numbers will
mean that their opportunities to
move up in work organizations may
be less than their expectations.
More career mobility may have to
be in terms of horizontal as wellas
vertical movement. Education and
training are means of achieving
both kinds of occupational change.

This pace of change requires a
growing structure of learning op-
portunities during working life.

The principal "worker" con-
stituencies then for whom adult
education has particular relevance
are: those that circumstance denied
the ordinary measure of formal
education when they were young;
those facing major career changes
because advancing technology has
displaced them or because they



have developed new desires and
purposes; women wanting the
training that will make equal oppor-
tunity more than a taunting prom-
ise; those disadvantaged or hand-
icapped either by birth's indiscrimi-
nate ironies or by society's unfair-
nesses. who want to earn their keep
instead of having it handed out to
them; seniors for whom edu-
cational and training renewal will
be the difference between sterile
security and continuing vitality.

In looking at the specific situa-
tions these constituencies face,
there can be illumination of what
has probably becomewith more
change taking place now during an
irtdividual's lifetime than a century
used to produces the fallacy of the
conventional assumption that the
formal education youth can get be-
fore they are twenty will be a valid
passport for the fifty years that
follow.

The principal effort here, how-
ever, is to find the usable instruc-

tion

ns

tion that experience offers. If adult
education, or lifelong learning, is
conceived of so broadly and vaguely
that it covers everything from
hobby horse riding to women's
handling of dual career respon-
sibilities, the architect can't know
what the client wants or what mate-
rials are to be drawn on. It emerges,
though, that there is already sub-
stantial guidance, from trial and
both error and success, in a number
of developments that can be
identified as enlarging significantly
the effectiveness and meaning and
availability of work through the
renewal of opportunity for educa-
tion and training. To mark out some
of these specific developments, and
to suggest forms for their enlarge-
ment, will be to bring the adult
education prospect into manageable
focus.

5



Building on Experience
There is a strong temptation to

proceed quickly on from these new
needs for learning to deduction in
logical fashion regarding new in-
stitutions and structures that should
be put in place. Yet this would be
almost a worse mistake than doing
nothing at all. Such an approach
would ignore the institutional pur-
poses. political realities, and
pluralistic character of the impor-
tant and considerable developments
of the last two decadesand
earlier.

While the task may seem harder
and even somewhat pedestrian.
there will be much greater accom-
plishment in sorting through recent
experience for the strands with
which we can tie together a larger
structure of learning opportunity.
We believe these strands are to be
found (i) in the 1970s devel-
opments in postsecondary and
other educational institutions, (ii) in
the private sector tuition aid pro-
grams. (iii) in the links between
industry training and economic
growth, and (iv) in the emerging
application of electronic and media
technology.

L Doing More Better
One substantial experience on

which to enlarge learning opportu-
nity is the broad base of growth in
public schools. community colleges.

vocational and technical institutes,
and proprietary schools, lowered
barriers to adults in four-year in-
stitutions. weekend colleges. off-
campus learning centers, open uni-
versities, CLEP examinations,
academic credit for life experiences,
libraries, and a variety of new non-
traditional programs for nontradi-
tional students. There are also edu-
cation and training opportunities
for adults at union halls, in em-
ployer classrooms, professional
organizations, community-based
organizations (such as YMCAs,
YWCAs, Opportunities Indus-
trialization Centers, and churches).
CETA Prime Sponsors and Private
Industry Councils. organi-
zations, correspondence schools,
organized instruction over home
television, and agricultural exten-
sion services.

These are diverse sources, and
there is nothing neat and orderly
about the system. But the needs of
the populations we have been talk-
ing about are also diverse. These
needs are most likely to be met by
building on what we have, and the
connections people now accept as
comfortable.

This view does not spring from a
desire to encourage chaos. It's just
that it's too soon to see a clearly
preferred pattern into which the
learning needs can be fit. But we do
encourage much more serious atten-

tion to tracking the patterns which
are emerging and watching f ©r the
best fit between what people need
and what they are being offered.

One pattern that is emerging is
that those who had the least educa-
tion when they were young are
taking least advantage of learning
opportunity when they are older.
We should make sure that more
barriers are not being erected that
limit access of the least educated.
and of minority populations.

This diversity in the structure of
opportunity also means that choice
is wider, and information about
what exists harder to come by. We
have to become systematic about
providing educational counseling
services for adults.

Building on the development of
the 1970s, however, does not mean
simply accepting what has been put
into place. Educational institutions
still often treat adults as second-
class faudents. Bilingual instruction
is still in short supply. Financial aid
programs, such as Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, discriminate
against the part-time student and
particularly the adult learner: Post-
secondary education institutions
often don't listen to what working
people have to say about what they
want to study.

The rush to serve adults, and
most particularly the rush to make
up for declining enrollments of



youth, creates temptations to offer
poor quality instruction, and engage
in practices that come too close to
the outright selling of degrees.
Mixed in with the growth in quality
programs in nontraditional ap-
proaches have been a few tra-
ditional rip-offs that make respecta-
ble educators blush. We urge the
system of academic assessment and
accreditation to increase its vigil in
this decade of declining youth etz-
rolhrzents, and therefore declining
revenues to educational institutions.
That traditional system of maintain-
ing standards is on trial to see if it
can do in the adult area, where
practice is increasingly diverse,
what it has been doing satisfactorily
with regard to education of youth.

In the decade of the I980s there is
growing need for learning during
working life, but the gains need to
be solid, and not achieved by lower-
ing quality

2. Realizing the
Tuition Aid Promise

Another well established beach-
head of experience in enlarging op-
tions for the education and training
of workers is the growing
availability in industry of arrange-
ments whereby employers will pay
the tuition (and sometimes related)
costs of going to school part-time.
About 85 percent of firms with 500

or more workers have these ar-
rangements, and there are now
about 200 collective bargaining
agreements that provide for
tuition aid.

This approach for enlarging op-
portunities has promise because
there is now considerable experi-
ence with it, and because there is
increasingly wide agreement on the
soundness of the practice, a fact
recently disclosed by a survey of
employers, unions, and workers.*
The study found large agreement
between unions and employers that
worker education provided in this
way was important in terms of job
performance, updating knowledge,
and job mobility. While workers
were more likely to stress the
achievement of personal goals
through tuition aid, they also assign
importance to reaching career ob-
jectives through it,

What has been learned, however,
is that the rates of participation in
tuition-aid plans are surprisingly
low, from three to five percent for
all workers, and considerably less
than that for blue collar workers.
Yet tuition aid has considerable po-
tential for:
Meeting employer's needs for

increasing the abilities of work-
ers, through use of the whole

The survey was carried out by the National
Institute for Work and Learning. See An Un-
tapped Resource. by Ivan Charnel; et al. 1978.

1

community's education and train-
ing institutions

Meeting standing objectives of
unions in broadening opportuni-
ties for worker education for
community life, citizenship, and
liberal learning

--Enabling workers to learn while
they earn
Enabling education institutions
to serve adults by providing a
source of private funding for
education and training.

On the one hand, there is a growing
availability of tuition aid. On the
other hand there is the growing
capability of the education commu-
nity to serve adults, due to: the
rapid growth of community col-
leges, the new emphasis on serving
adults in vocational and technical
institutions, the availability of prop-
rietary schools, and the lowering of
barriers generally in postsecondary
education through new "nontradi-
tional" programs to reach "nontrad-
itional" students. These two devel-
opments have been largely running
on separate tracks, and a whole lot
more could be accomplished if they
were to pull together.

Among the attributes of tuition-
aid are flexibility in meeting em-
ployer and worker needs, the div-
ersity of courses that can be taken
by letting the worker pick among
the available educational institu-
tions, and the market discipline

7



involved in the necessity of the
educational institution to compete
for clients. Therefore, there is no
virtue in trying to enlarge tuition-
aid use through forcing uniform
approaches. However there are
possibilities that merit careful
exploration.

One would be for employers to
review those features of tuition-aid
plans that inhibit participation, such
as reimbursing workers after com-
pletion. instead of advancing or
loaning the money at the beginning
of the course, and reviewing re-
quirements that the courses be nar-
rowly related to the current job,
rather than any job in the firm or
permitting courses that enlarge a
worker's horizons or prospects.

Another would be for employers
and unions to place better informa-
tion in the hands of workers about
the availability of tuition aid and
how they can take advantage of
(about half of those surveyed don't
know they are eligible for it) and to
provide educational guidance to
help workers make choices and deal
with educational institutions.

Yet another would be for em-
ployers, unions, and educators in
the community to get together in
order

for education institutions to be-
come aware of this source of
funding (they aren't now);
for education institutions to be-

come better aware of what work-
ers, employers. and unions need
and want; and
for employers to become better
aware of what education institu-
tions have to offer.

Tuition-aid is heavily a private
sector initiative, and one with con-
siderable promise of enlarging
learning opportunities. It is well
worth the attention of those private
decision-makers who will determine
its future.

3. Training and
the Economy

One reason we expand education
and training options for workers is
to improve their well being and
happiness. The other is that the
Nation's industrial machinery is de-
pendent on a sufficiently educated
and skilled workforce. Fortunately,
the choices and aspirations of indi-
vidual employees very often coin-
cide with demands of production
schedules. The responsibility for
training workers, after they enter
employment, rests in the United
States solely in the private sector;
in some industries employers and
unions share that responsibility.

The level and intensity of in-
dustrial training varies with the in-
dustry, and with the size of the firm.
Large firms train more than small
ones, and high technology indus-
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tries train more than low ones. The
variation is immense, and few gen-
eralizations apply, except that indi-
vidual firms (individually or jointly
with unions) make their decisions,
and government is very little in-
volved (except in the case of train-
ing costs in hiring disadvantaged
workers under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Program,
particularly through the new Private
Industry Councils).

The level of private investment in
training within industry (in terms of
dollars or individuals) is not meas-
ured through any standardized
statistical program, nor are there
complete records in individual cor-
porations. It is therefore a matter
for pure speculation as to whether
the investment in human resource
development is sufficient. We
measure investment in plant and
equipment, but not in the training
of people. The question was not
perhaps as critical in times past as it
is today.

As the Nation enters the 1980s it
carries into the decade some serious
economic problems. Inflation re-
mains at unacceptable levels. Our
products are less competitive in
world markets. And underlying
both these conditions is a serious
decline in productivity. While no
one can pinpoint all the reasons for
this decline, productivity measure-
ment experts in their historical



studies have attributed significant
roles to education and training.

While there is common sense to
the proposition that adequate in-
vestments in training will affect
productivity, there are no systematic
studies at the level of the plant or
enterprise that measure what effect
such investments do have on out-
put. It is a serious handicap for a
Nation beset by so many tenacious
economic problems to be in the
dark about its human capital in-
vestments. Two efforts are needed
now.-

Regular measurement of private
industry investment (dollars and
people) in education and training,
including on-the-job training
which is the predominant mode.

Plant level intensive case studies
to identify the results of different
levels of investment in education
and training on productivity.

When we know something about it
we can start to fashion policies to
affect the level of investment.

At the same time, however, it
would be prudent to explore alterna-
tives for influencing the level of
industry spending for human re-
sources development. A number of
developed countries have been
much more attentive to this invest-
ment than we have, and various
forms of industry-government
cooperation are being used to in-
crease such investment. The Indus-
try Training Boards in the England
are one example. The French sys-
tem of employer levies and paid
education leave is another.

The United States now provides
an investment tax credit, but it is
limited to plant and equipment.
Should there be a comparable credit
for investment in human resources?
We have "depreciation" allowances.
Should there be allowances for skill
"appreciation?" Is the incentive ap-
proach a proper relationship be-
tween government and industry in



this area? These questions merit
intense consideration as the Nation
struggles with economic adversity

In addition to the relationship
between incentives and levels of in-
vestment, there is also need to ex-
plore cooperative ventures between
industry and higher education to
provide skills, such as in the success-
ful TAT project in Oak Ridge,
Thnnessee.

4. Learning and Technology
Today a single silicon chip can

store 10,000 words. One prediction
is that by the end of the 1980s one
chip will store a whole set of books.
A combination of a new stage of
computer technology; communica-
tions satellites, and video cassettes
and discs gives prosPect of new
opportunities in education gen-
erally, and in adult educatIon and
training specificall3r.

There has been insufficient
awareness of how fast the technol-
ogy is developing in an area that
has application to delivery of edu-
cational services. Christopher Evans
has Written, in a book called The
Micro Millennium that "if the effi-
ciency and cheapness of the car had
improved at the same rate as the
computer's over the last two dec-
ades, a Rolls' Royce would cost
about $3.00 and would get three
million miles to the gallon." The

ID

opportunities in education from this
fast pace of developments will not
be realized unless there is careful
and thoughtful attention to both the
promise and the problems.

The last time new technology was
touted as a better way in education,
the opportunity was missed.because
of serious mistakes. In fact, the first
wave of technolog warrejeadd-by
the education profession because of
promoters and hucksters who spoke
of the equipment as being "teacher
proof," as being substitutes for
teachers rather than as assistance to
them. of dollars were _

wasted because teachers were not
engaged at the outset.

There is beginning to be some
experience with and careful work
on the use of the new communica-
tions technologies in the adult area
and we do not mean that the land-
scape is barren. For example, there
is the Kentucky Educational Televi-
sion effort to prepare adults to take
the GED exam, being broadcast in
40 states by over 400 institutions.
In Illinois alone, it is broadcast by
35 community colleges and its li-
brary system. In Toledo, Ohio, the
City Venture Company is using a
system of computer-assisted instruc-
tion called Plato, developed by Cot.-
trol Data Corporation, to teach
basic English and math to, disadvan-
aged youth, and in St. Paul, Min-

nesota to help train fledging entre-

preneurs. And the West Central
Illinois Educational Telecommuni-
cations Corporation is a consortium
of community licensed television
stations and education institutions
that is arranging production and
distribution systems employing
television, radio, common carrier
microwave, cable TM and video-
cassette syStems.

In general, however, this wave of
technology is about to wash over
the educational community, dashing
hopes of broadening educational
opportunity because of a lack of
appreciation for what can be done
with it, and a lack of fit between the
educational content and new means
of delivering it The opportunities
waiting to be realized come from

The potential to narrow gaps in
educational: attainment between
urban and rural areas. It is very
hard to reach adults scattered
over large geographical areas by
bringing them all to the
classroom.

The comfort many adults will-feel
from being able to study at liome,1,;
for example, with video disc in-
stniction. compared to going to
classrooms where they may have
experienced failure.

The extension of opportunity that
will result from the low costs of
home based instruction.-possibilities of educational in-



stitutions reaching workers at the
workplace and union hall.
But realizing these opportunities

will not come easily or cheaply
There are barriers to hurdle, and
mistakes to be avoided

e investment in content is as
important as the investment in
hardware to deliver it There is
more fascination with how many
words can be stored on a silicon
chip than with what those words
ought to be.

We must not widen educational
gaps by using television to provide
poorer people with "juke box"
education while those with hiehe
incomes get it on the college
campu&

e must not forget that to be
succesifuL mass communications

stems must have some support
centers that provide individual

rice yhen it is needed For
examPle; England's:Dpen,Univer= -

sity has 284 Stu ,Centers, all
equippeedvtth botft 0

reception-a ng
lr thlii40 and media, as well
as ling furors. an
available ' &

It- seams reizietia
-leaders Ofedueqiion,'

Y ofEducation to c state
the American

uncil on Education, to airectoi
of continuing education, to :nth-

vidual college and university presi-
dents, to take extremely seriously the
possibilities of the new technology in
expanding access to education and
training opportunities, and harness
itfor the delivery of quality educa-
tion. developers and promoters
of the new technology must do what
is necessary to make the educational
content as good as the electronics
through which it is transmitted Bad
teaching will be spotted no matter
how many words can be placed on
the head of a silicon chip.

5. Fitting Pieces Together
The value of the diverse ap-

proach to enlaiging learning oppor-
tunities, and the encouragement of
developments in-theprivate sector

on a decentralized decision7-
,m .nibasis :r.-::Wilfbe lost if

. _

institutional continues
to rule. All itheVieees*on't fit
themSelVei together; Sanieinstitu-
tions;thatliaveno.thwn on speak-
ing terms are gOing-to'hive tp get to

now eaehothex.
s.neeiffor Jinks-betWeen edu-

cation tiiiiilietiapd other.institu-
tiOns exiits,,inliputh-learningas well

the adults. But the
need isteven`ter where adults
aie:;i0O1*(1.: fdr06 thing,. adults
must Straddle4heinstilationi of
work and:thOSa of ei ucation. as
long as we donot pnzii;iide for

year-long education break_s or sab-
baticals-liS in France and Germany.
For another, the desire for a link
between adult education and train-
ing and occuPational progression is
a strong element in adult motiva-
tion, although the pursuit of learn-
ing for personal fulament is also
strong.

There is a good deal of improve-
ment that can be achieved through_
forging links among institutions and
organizations.

There is the need for employers to
work with edueation institutions. to
see what their capabilities are, and
use those capabilities where it is
more cost effective than duplicating
them:

There is the need far education
deciaion-makers to get out of their-
school: hiiildine iindltalk to workers
and unions about ivhat:kind o
lab-rung opportiinityrisi-Mil
Wanted. For.years: unions4haveunions
charged-that postsecondary educa
tionichl doingthis.-

To,MOke tuition;a
work there is arnecess
oration among employers,' unions
(Where apillkable), and edifeators in
order yo to get accurate nnatiori
to workers (ii) ger- the n
courses offered (Ha to get
to removed',ane
match worker aspirations wit
kainingopportunitieS.



There is a need for education
institutions to be in enough m-
munication with employment in-
stitutions thatthe occupational
training they provide is realistically
attuned to hiring requimments, and
to Work out-agreements for using
real work settings for skill training.

'Thereis- a need, in public efforts
to help.disadvantaged adults under
the ComprehensiVe Employment
and lkainingActiorCETA Prime

nsorsto have cooperative rela-
ionships With employers, unions

and educators using such' mecha-
nisms as the Private-India:7y Coon-
ells. Whilerxisting efforts.are in the

t; direction, there is a need to go
her in moving more of this train-

_

ing into the private sector; and link
public elassroont training with skill
needs Indic economy.

It is such collaborative efforts as
these that will make the difference

in creating enlarged opportunity
through building on past experience
while maintaining diversity and de-
centralized decision-making,

This Panel commends for
eration in corpoxte boardMOM%
union halls, academe, and govern-
ment executive offices and legisla-
tures, the following:

Recogni ion offices stemming
m demographic, economic, and

social change that command en-
larged attention to adult and
worklife learning

Enlargement of such learning
building on past experience

of growing receptivity to adults
in educational institutions in
the care
attention to qua and sta
ards -

through realizing the Promise

in the growth of tuition-aid
,

programs in tne private sector
of industry investment in skill,
training, with cbser attention
to levels-of investment that will
spur productivity and economic
growth,"and
with,mistakes in harnessing
at wave of new commun
ions technology, and realizin

the potential bf the7micro.
puteg commurikationsiatel-
Net and the` video cassette` and
disc

Fitting together the diverse pieces
in the mosaic of learning oppoi
tunity through closer am
employers,,-,ynions,,teducation 417;1
stitationi; and governMent,- pez

'at-lh77ticularly

These tetime
guided eiCiliition b e on,
awe; andIncif*ievtiluticiif an
enormous eipense.


